
Testimony about Nash 

It was 2008 when Nash was diagnosed as Globally Delayed.   The psycomotor therapy  sessions continued 

to present with Cynthia at Sta. Ana hospital.   

 

On 2011 we started participating at the CAA Project (Communicazione Aumentativa) and it was during this 

time that we started using symbols (with the aide of the  Symwriter program/software)   

 

It was also this year that we started seeing improvements in Nash’s communication behavior.  We created 

books that he can read with symbols and some requests, somewhat like flashcards that he uses whenever 

he wants something.  Signing while/and speaking seemed to have worked for him and us.  

 

Whenever he wants to say something he takes out his symbol and go to us and points it and signs like drink 

or eat or going to the bathroom. 

 

Symbols are indeed a big help for him to communicate what’s on his mind.  We understand him better and 

he can communicate better. 

 

He can use this application and type and spell the words that he wants to say.  It was like a game for him 

but we are glad that he starts to write and spell. 

 

He also has this calendar of activities which helped him a lot in distinguishing the days of the week, 

specifically his schedule for the day.  He knows wether it is a school day, a spesa day or swimming day. 

 

Now we can say that his development/progress has been more than what we expected. Simple tasks that 

you ask him to do a year ago, he couldn’t and wouldn’t comply.  But now, if you tell him or ask him to do 

something, he complies and do as he is told. 

 

In more than a year of therapy his vocabulary has increased (in leaps and bounds) through the help of 

symbols.  Through pictures and symbols he recognizes things and repeats them. 

 

Repetition is also another key so it was also good that we are given the GoTalk .  GoTalk has also aided us in 

some of his activities.  At school, and likewise at home. 

 

We are told that we should let Nash communicate through words and not just his actions or sign languages.  

That we should not give him what he wants if he did not say the words or the name of that something. 

 

We are grateful to the Team CAA, Dr. Cavalleri and of course Cynthia for their patience and time.   

 

Nash is a work in progress and we still hope that he’ll improve and develop more his speech skills.  From 

words to phrases, from phrases to sentences, until he’ll be the one telling his stories, short stories and then 

the long ones. 

 

We have observed that Nash’s progress improves as time goes by.  We would like to believe that, a day will 

come when he’ll talk incessantly and annoyingly that we would wish him to be quiet for a while. 

 

With continued prayers and patience through therapy and training…  we are getting there, one little baby 

step at a time. 

 

Maila and Karen Pasilan  


